
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Band: Cokegoat (USA) 

Genre: Stoner / Doom Metal 

Label: The Path Less Traveled Records 

Album name: Vessel 

Playtime: 38:49 

Releasedate: 29.4.2014 

 

According to the band biography it seems that one member was kicked out off every band he was playing in and 

another one only speaks positively about every band, which he never saw, though. Also Cokegoat had thoughts 

about how a goat with a serious cocain addiction would behave. Their conclusion is that this goat (direct quote): 

"would fuck your face with riff heavy music that tastes like fresh flesh". 

So far so stoned. According to them, their music style is something between Stoner, Sludge and Doom. 

A nasty mix which Cokegoat gives us hereby. I dare to say that from my feelings the sound conveys here and there a 

tiny (but only a tiny) bit of Black Metal vibe. A good example is the song "Fly By Night – Pt. 2" where the drums get in 

fulltime beat through your ears and in the last quarter it is pervaded with gloomy Black Sabbath-like melodies.  

I confirm this BM vibe because this certain feeling comes with all tracks just like it does in the band Watain. Also the 

website - link is shown below- reminds me of Black Metal. 

 

It doesn't really sound like Stoner in some places. The speedy opener "Fear The Followers" could also be on a album 

from Carnivore. The following songs "Buried In The City", "Dogs" and "End Of Your Life – Pt.1" and "Pt.2" are pure 

Doom. 

Above it all a whining voice stretches itself, which sounds almost depressive, but is also gloomily bawling and 

screaming it's matter into the world. 

 

Conclusion: Fans of bands like Haarp and Cough can't do anything wrong with this album. 

 

Rating: 6/10 

 

Weblink: http://cokegoat.bandcamp.com, http://cokegoat.com 

 

Line-Up: 

 

Ed Nudd - Guitars, Vocals 

Jeff Wojtysiak - Guitars, Vocals 

Chase Bentley - Guitars 

Tim Baldwin - Bass 

Rebekah Brown - Keyboards, Vocals 

Jordan Schultz - Drums 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Tracklist:  

 

01. Fear the Followers 

02. Buried in the City 

03. Dogs 

04. End of Your Life, Pt. 1 

05. End of Your Life, Pt. 2 

06. Fly by Night, Pt. 2 

07. Fly by Daylight 

08. Glorious Dead   

 

Author: Steiff / Translation: Singilary 


